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A Dual-Band Dual-Output Filtering Power Amplifier Based on High-Selectivity Filtering Impedance Transformer
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In this brief, a novel filtering impedance transformer with good selectivity and high termination impedance is proposed, of which close-formed design equations are derived and effectively verified. Then, a dual-band dual-output filtering power amplifier (PA) operating at 2.4-2.6 GHz and 3.4-3.6 GHz is designed based on the proposed filtering impedance transformer. The dual-band filtering PA contains a diplexer-like output matching network, which can separate two band signals into corresponding output branches. EM-simulated results of the diplexer-like output matching network show that the isolation between the two output ports is better than 30.7 dB. Finally, for demonstration, the dual-band dual-output filtering PA using a packaged 10 W transistor is fabricated, and the measured drain efficiencies are 45.3%-50.2% and 41.7%-53.2% at lower and higher bands, respectively. Also, a good dual-band filtering response is obtained. A good agreement between simulated and measured results is observed.

1. Introduction

Impedance transformer (IT), as one of the basic components of radio frequency (RF)/microwave systems, can be utilized to achieve the desired impedance matching and the efficient power transmission. To improve the frequency selectivity, various ITs with bandpass response have been widely investigated [1–11] and applied to matching network designs of power amplifiers (PAs) [8–11]. In [1–5], different coupled-line structure filtering impedance transformers (FITs) with ultrahigh transforming ratio realize low/high termination impedance transformations, respectively. Also, cross-shaped [6] and coupled-line structure [7] ITs are presented, both of which can implement an extremely low/high impedance transformation. Furthermore, in [8, 9], FITs with low termination impedance are applied to designs of the input and output matching network (OMN) to achieve codesigns of filtering PAs, respectively.

With the rapid development of 5G communication, RF/microwave components have faced high demands for working at multiple frequencies to improve spectral efficiency. And as a key component of RF/microwave systems, the PA that can operate at multiple frequencies has attracted researchers’ attention, such as broadband PAs [12–14] and dual-band PAs [15–19]. Dual-band input matching network (IMN) and OMN are employed to complete designs of dual-band PAs in [15–18]. A dual-band PA, featuring a filter-based input diplexer and a transformer-combined OMN, is designed with two transistors [19]. Meanwhile, applying the dual-output topology to the OMN of PAs is also an effective method to implement the dual-band functionality. And in [20], the dual-output topology can be applied to the scenario of carrier aggregation to improve spectral efficiency. In [20, 21], two dual-band PAs based on the dual-output topology are designed, but they operate within narrow bands and have poor frequency selectivity. Utilizing acoustic wave technology, a dual-band PA with the dual-output topology and a 3% bandwidth is proposed, but it has no physical support, and acoustic wave filters require high processing accuracy [22].

In this brief, a new FIT with high termination impedance is proposed using the coupled-line structure with two loaded stubs. Then, a dual-band filtering PA operating at 2.4-2.6 GHz and 3.4-3.6 GHz is designed based on the proposed
FIT and the dual-output topology. The diplexer-like OMN can separate signals to corresponding output branches, and a good dual-band filtering preference is demonstrated owing to the use of the FIT. To the authors’ knowledge, there are few previous works focused on dual-band PAs with the dual-output topology and the FIT.

2. Design Principle of the Filtering Impedance Transformer

Figure 1 shows the circuit schematic of the proposed filtering impedance transformer.

![Figure 1: The circuit schematic of the proposed filtering impedance transformer.](image)

Figure 2: Ideal S-parameters of the basic block ($C_1 = 0.3, Z_o = 40 \Omega$) and the proposed filtering impedance transformer with the loaded stub I ($Z_{s1} = 90 \Omega$) and the loaded stub II ($Z_{s2} = 39 \Omega$).

The terminal open should be replaced with the ground in the basic block, and the two loaded stubs would not affect the impedance matching of the basic block. According to the transmission line theory and microwave network analysis [23], the $ABCD$ matrix of the basic block with $\theta$ of $90^\circ$ can be synthesized as follows:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
A & B \\
C & D
\end{bmatrix}_{\text{basic block}} = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & \frac{jZ_{ai}Z_{b1}}{2Z_{b1}} \\
\frac{2jZ_{b1}}{Z_{ai}Z_{b2}} & 0
\end{bmatrix},
$$

(1a)

$$
\begin{cases}
Z_{at} = Z_{ct} + Z_{at}, \\
Z_{bt} = Z_{ct} - Z_{at},
\end{cases}
$$

(1b)

for $i = 1, 2$. 
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On this basis, the reflection coefficient $S_{11}$ of the basic block can be derived as follows:

$$S_{11} = \frac{Z_2 a Z_2 b - 4 RL R_L Z_1 b}{Z_2 a Z_2 b + 4 RL R_L Z_1 b}. \quad (2)$$

To achieve the impedance matching at the center frequency $f_0$, the condition that $S_{11}$ is equal to zero needs to be satisfied, and the following result can be obtained:

$$\begin{cases} 2 R_L \sqrt{r} C_1 = Z_{c2} - Z_{o2}, \\ C_1 = \frac{Z_{c1} - Z_{o1}}{Z_{c1} + Z_{o1}}, \end{cases} \quad (3)$$

where $r$ is the impedance transforming ratio ($= R_S/R_L, R_S > R_L$). To facilitate the determination of circuit parameters, assuming that $Z_{o1} = Z_{o2} = Z_o$ and combined with (3), even-mode impedances of $CL_1$ and $CL_2$ can be calculated as follows:

$$\begin{cases} Z_{c1} = \frac{1 + C_1}{1 - C_1} Z_o, \\ Z_{c2} = 2 R_L \sqrt{r} C_1 + Z_o. \end{cases} \quad (4)$$

According to (4), once the values of $C_1$ and $Z_o$ are specified, the values of $Z_{c1}$ and $Z_{c2}$ can be calculated. As shown in Figure 2, two additional transmission zeros are obtained by the loaded stub I ($Z_{s1}$) and a better stopband rejection can be achieved by the loaded stub II ($Z_{s2}$), in which characteristic impedances of the two loaded stubs are set as $90\Omega$ and $39\Omega$, respectively. In addition, the values of $C_1$, $Z_o$, $r$, and $R_L$ are set as $0.3$, $40\Omega$, $4$, and $50\Omega$, respectively. Two additional transmission zeros (TZs) can be further deduced as:

$$\begin{cases} f_{z1} = \frac{2 f_0}{\pi} \arccos \sqrt{\frac{Z_{al}}{2Z_{al} + Z_{al}}}, \\ f_{z2} = \frac{2 f_0}{\pi} \left(\pi - \arccos \sqrt{\frac{Z_{al}}{2Z_{al} + Z_{al}}}\right). \end{cases} \quad (5)$$

From (5), obviously, two additional transmission zeros are only related to the $CL_1$ ($Z_{c1}, Z_{o1}$) and the loaded stub I ($Z_{s1}$). Furthermore, to improve the in-band return loss (RL), circuit parameters are optimized, and two transmission poles (TPs) are observed. As shown in Figure 3, to further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed FIT, different fractional bandwidths (FBWs) with $r$ fixed to 4 and different $r$ with FBW fixed to 12.2% are implemented.
while all cases reach a 20 dB in-band RL, and related parameters are summarized in Table 1.

To clarify the differences between this work and the previous works, the comparison of FITs is summarized in Table 2. One coupled-line (CL) and two stubs constitute the FIT to realize the impedance transformation with low termination impedance in [5]. Also, two CLs and one stub are utilized to realize the impedance transformation with low termination impedance in [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Termination impedance</th>
<th>TZs</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FBWs (%)</th>
<th>CL num.**</th>
<th>Stub num.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4/6/8/10</td>
<td>NA/NA/7.3/NA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8/10/12</td>
<td>NA/19(^{b})/NA</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5/10</td>
<td>19.85(^{b})/7.96(^{b})</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>Low/high*</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25/71.43</td>
<td>5.065(^{a})/3.25(^{a})</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2/5/10</td>
<td>22/22/22(^{a})</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2/4/6</td>
<td>8.2(^{b})/12.2(^{b})/16.3(^{b})</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\)Two FITs are designed. \(^{b}\)20 dB RL. \(^{c}\)|S\(_{11}\)| > 18 dB. **The CLs used to realize impedance transformation and the CLs used as stubs are not concluded.

Figure 4: The circuit schematic of the proposed dual-band dual-output filtering power amplifier.

Figure 5: (a) Simulated source-pull contours taken at plane I (see Figure 4) at fundamental frequencies of the CGH40010F device and the trajectory of the input impedance of the input matching network. (b) Ideal S-parameters of the input matching network.
low termination impedance in [9]. Then, in [3, 4], two FITs with high termination impedance are proposed. According to the parameters of \( r = 4 \) given in [3], the spacing gap in the physical size of the CL may be too small and difficult to fabricate, thus limiting its application. The FIT in [4] demonstrates the simulation results of FBWs around 19%; however, it is difficult for the circuit structure to obtain a set of parameters that are convenient for layout in the case of \( r = 4 \) and FBWs less than 10%, such as the scenario of this work. Next, two FITs with extremely low and high termination impedance are proposed in [7]. For high termination impedance, it is more suitable for situations where \( r \) is greater than 50 as shown in [7]. However, the FIT proposed in this work is suitable for situations where \( r \) is between 2 and 6, and FBW is approximately between 8% and 16%. Moreover, more degrees of freedom are provided for parameter design, and the obtained parameters are more convenient for layout, due to the use of two CLs for impedance transformation in the FIT of this work.

3. Design of the Proposed Dual-Band Dual-Output Filtering PA

The proposed dual-band dual-output filtering PA operating at 2.4–2.6 GHz (band 1) and 3.4–3.6 GHz (band 2) is shown in Figure 4. Center frequencies of the two operating bands are \( f_1/f_2 \) of band 1/band 2, respectively. \( C_{in} \) and \( C_{out} \) are utilized as DC block to avoid DC signal leakage to RF ports. \( R_{S1} \), \( C_P \), \( R_{S2} \), and \( L_S \) constitute the stabilizing circuit. Additionally, the bias circuit entails to provide open-circuited characteristics for both operating bands in the design of the dual-band PA. Two quarter-wavelength transmission lines are used as bias circuits, and their initial parameters are set as 60 \( \Omega \) and 90° at 3 GHz. With those initial parameters, the input impedances of the bias circuit presented at \( f_1/f_2 \) are 223 \( \Omega \). So, the design of bias circuits has made a compromise between circuit complexity and open-circuited characteristic. Moreover, in order to maximize the efficiency and meet the requirement of the output power for both bands in the

Figure 6: Simulated load-pull contours taken at plane III (see Figure 4) at fundamental frequencies for (a) band 1 and (b) band 2 of the CGH40010F device.

Figure 7: Trajectories of input impedances of output matching networks at fundamental frequencies for (a) band 1 and (b) band 2.
process of load-pull taken at plane II, parameters of the output bias line are optimized as 60 Ω and 86° at 3.4 GHz.

The suppressing network of each branch consists of two transmission lines with an electrical length of 90° at the center frequency of the other band, which can present a high impedance characteristic to the other branch to suppress the signal transmission of the other band. Besides, to improve the power transmission efficiency, harmonic tuning networks are added to the schematic. For band 1, TL_{14} and TL_{15}, two loaded eighth-wavelength open-circuited stubs operating at \( f_1 \), are utilized to short-circuit the second-order harmonic impedance at point B. It is found that using two loaded eighth-wavelength open-circuited stubs can better suppress out-of-band spurious signals in the small-signal results of the PA through simulation. Thus, two loaded eighth-wavelength open-circuited stubs are utilized in the design of the PA. And the cascaded twelfth-wavelength transmission line TL_{13} operating at \( f_1 \) can transfer the second-order harmonic impedance to the optimal impedance region at point A. For band 2, the same analysis can be performed. Notably, the designs of the suppressing network and the harmonic tuning network are referred to [21]. To obtain the filtering characteristic to improve the frequency selectivity, the proposed FIT is applied to the design of the PA, and a quarter-wavelength transmission line TL_{16} (TL_{26}) operating at \( f_1 \) (\( f_2 \)) can convert the low impedance to the high impedance.

In Figure 5(a), source-pulls taken at plane I at fundamental frequencies for each band are implemented, and the trajectory of the input impedance of the IMN is near
the overlapping area for each band. Then, the classic three-segment series parallel transmission line structure is utilized to achieve the dual-band input matching. The design of the IMN is referred to [16], and good impedance matchings for each band are achieved as shown in Figure 5(b). In Figure 6, load-pulls taken at plane III at fundamental frequencies for each band are implemented, and according to overlapping areas (PAE > 60% and output power > 40 dBm), fundamental load impedances at plane III are selected as 150/120 Ω for band 1/band 2, respectively. After, OMNs for each band are designed based on load-pull results and the proposed FIT as shown in Figure 7. Besides, harmonic tuning networks are added to the schematic, and input impedances taken at plane II at second-order harmonic frequencies are located at overlapping areas (PAE > 65% and output power > 41 dBm) for each band as shown in Figure 8.

Moreover, EM simulation is employed to the diplexer-like OMN with a dual-band filtering characteristic and an isolation better than 30.7 dB as shown in Figure 9. And insertion losses at center frequencies of two passbands are 1.13 dB and 1.66 dB, respectively.

4. Fabrication and Experimental Results

Finally, as shown in Figures 10 and 11, the proposed dual-band dual-output filtering PA is fabricated and measured on the Rogers 4350B substrate with a relative permittivity of 3.66, a loss tangent of 0.0035, and a thickness of 0.508 mm. A 10 W Cree Wolfspeed CGH40010F transistor

Figure 10: Photograph of the fabricated dual-band dual-output filtering power amplifier with its main dimensions (unit: mm).

Figure 11: Experimental measurement flow diagram and related setups.
is used, of which the gate voltage is -2.9 V and the drain voltage is 28 V with the quiescent current of 106 mA. Notably, the output port of band 2 is connected with a 50 Ω load standard part when conducting the large-signal measurement for band 1 as shown in Figure 11. The 50 Ω load standard part represents the standard input impedance of the subsequent cascaded component, so the accuracy of test results can be guaranteed.

Figure 12(a) depicts a good dual-band filtering characteristic with high selectivity at each band. Measured small-signal gains at center frequencies of two passbands are 13.1 dB and 10.9 dB, respectively. Measured lower and upper stopband rejections are better than 49.1 dB (DC-1.32 GHz) and 34.7 dB (4.51-6 GHz), respectively. In Figure 12(b), the isolation between two output ports is better than 22.5 dB. Besides, Figure 13 presents large-signal measurement results of each band, of which drain efficiencies (DEs) are 45.3%-50.2% and 41.7%-53.2% at band 1 and band 2, respectively. Output powers are 38.1-41 dBm and 38.8-40.9 dBm at band 1 and band 2, respectively. For band 1, within the passband from 2.4 to 2.55 GHz, the output power is better than 39.8 dBm. For band 2, within the passband from 3.4 to 3.5 GHz, the output power is better than 39.6 dBm.

Additionally, to evaluate the performance of the linearized dual-band dual-output filtering PA, tests are implemented for each band with a 20 MHz, 7 dB peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) and long-term evolution (LTE) signal, while the PA operates in the single band at each center frequency. As shown in Figures 14(a) and 14(b), when digital predistortion (DPD) is applied to the PA, an adjacent
channel power ratio (ACPR) of -57.62/-57.64 dBc is obtained at two bands, respectively. AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics with and without DPD are shown in Figures 14(c) and 14(d).

Generally, measured results are in a good agreement with EM-simulated results, and performance comparisons for PAs with the dual-output topology are summarized in Table 3. In [20, 21], two dual-band dual-output PAs operating at two single frequency points are designed. And their FBWs are estimated from the measured large-signal results because overall small-signal results of PAs are not provided. In [20], FBW is calculated when the gain of the PA decreases by 1 dB, but the PAE drops sharply from the center frequency to both sides at the two bands, which will limit its applications to practical scenarios. In [21], FBW is estimated when the DE is greater than 40%; however, the curves of gain and output power versus frequency are not flat within the estimated FBW. Both PAs mentioned above do not show filtering characteristics. In [22], a dual-band dual-output filtering PA is designed utilizing acoustic wave filters, and the simulated small-signal result shows a 3% FBW at two bands, while it has no physical support. In this work, a dual-band dual-output PA with the filtering characteristic is designed and fabricated, and a 200 MHz bandwidth of each band is obtained from the measured small-signal result. Meanwhile, DE, gain, and output power of each band are relatively flat observed from the measured large-signal result.

5. Conclusion

In this brief, a novel FIT is proposed and detailed design equations are provided. Then, the FIT is applied to the design of the dual-band dual-output filtering PA, with the dual-output topology and a diplexer-like OMN. The
proposed PA operating at 2.4-2.6/3.4-3.6 GHz is simulated, fabricated, and measured. An excellent dual-band filtering characteristic with high selectivity is observed from measured small-signal results.
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